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Pool Care Instructions

With the ownership of a pool �nish comes the responsibility of maintaining proper water chemistry. This is essential in preserving the aesthetic beauty as well as attaining the

expected longevity of pool surfaces.

Regular chemical testing of the pool water should take place at a minimum of one time per week. This type of water testing can be done at a local pool supply store. Based on

your reports, proper maintenance should be completed to keep your pool in balance. We recommend that you keep printed reports of the pool water analysis from the pool

supply store should you need to submit a warranty request. For more information, please review the appropriate PTI Recommended Maintenance Procedures, which are

provided within the Protection Plan upon completion of your product registration. For pools with dark-colored Galaxy PebbleFina® �nishes or pools with Salt Water

Chlorination Generator Systems, please refer to the speci�c start up documentation for those pool types, provided in the Recommended Maintenance Procedures.

After the �rst 28 days, PTI strongly suggests that your pool be maintained per the National Plasterers Council Standards for pH, carbonate alkalinity, hardness, cyanuric

acid/stabilizer and total dissolved solids. Visit NPC online at www.npconline.org (http://www.npconline.org/).

The �nish consists of pebbles and cement and will vary in color, shade, consistency and exposure. The color and shade will change throughout the day as the sunlight re�ects from different
angles.

Important DOs & DON’Ts:

DO NOT �ll your pool with soft water. If any of your outside hose bibs are soft water please notify your builder/applicator. Soft water may be used AFTER the curing

process has taken place.

DO NOT enter your pool (including pets) until it is completely �lled with water and balanced.

DO NOT chlorinate your pool until water’s pH and carbonate alkalinity are within the acceptable range. Chlorine is highly reactive and high concentrations can cause

metals or minerals to precipitate (cloud water, scale and/or stain). A number of retail stores have computerized testing equipment to help you monitor these factors as

well as others (cyanuric acid, metals, etc.). Ask your pool builder or applicator for a location near you.

DO allow time (approx. 28 days) before assessing your �nal water and �nish colors. The start-up and balance will allow the water and �nish color to change over this

time period.

DO brush your pool. It is recommended that you brush a PTI pool �nish three times a day for the �rst three days and two times a day for the next ten days. Using a

standard, nylon (very important) bristled pool brush. Brush the walls and the �oor of the �nish toward the main drain. After that, regular maintenance may include

brushing the pool approximately once per week, depending on the amount of dust or debris that may fall into the pool.

DO realize pebbles and/or glass beads will come loose during the curing process (usually in the �rst few weeks). It is normal to experience a small loss of pebbles and/or

glass beads during pool start up.

DO wait at least 14 days before heating the water and monitor chemical balance more closely after you turn on your heater.

DO wait at least 28 days before adding salt to the pool, if using a salt water chlorine generator. Salt left on the �nish surface may scale, stain, or discolor the �nish and is

not covered by the warranty.

ABOUT OUR FINISHES
Pebble Technology International® (PTI), the originator of the aggregate pool �nish, proudly offers �ve distinct textures of Superior Quality Pool Finishes. PebbleTec®,

PebbleSheen®, PebbleFina®, and PebbleBrilliance™ offer a wide variety of visually stunning, nature-inspired colors that blend beautifully into any outdoor environment.

About Our Finishes (/browse-our-products/pool-�nishes/) 

PebbleTec (/browse-our-products/pool-�nishes/pebble-tec/) 

PebbleSheen (/browse-our-products/pool-�nishes/pebble-sheen/) 

PebbleFina (/browse-our-products/pool-�nishes/pebble-�na/) 

PebbleBrilliance (/browse-our-products/pool-�nishes/pebblebrilliance/) 

MAKE YOUR DREAM POOL A REALITY

Use our Water Color Selection Tool to help you choose the perfect �nish for your pool. Browse through a variety of �nish options and add your favorite enhancements to �nd the

perfect combination - we are sure you'll �nd a �nish to love!
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